Russia, Ukraine agree to talks; Putin puts nuclear forces on alert

Saudi Arabia discovers new natural gas fields

Violation of not fastening seatbelt includes passengers too: Traffic

'Sounding Day' marks highest discounts rate in business sector

Culture Ministry displays diversified cultural activities in Saudi Cup

Saudi Arabia discovers new natural gas fields

Saudi Gazette report

RIYADH — Saudi Arabia has discovered several new natural gas fields in the Central Region, the Empty Quarter, the Northern Border Region, and the Eastern Region, Minister of Energy Prince Abdulaziz Bin Salman announced on Sunday.

The Shadun natural gas field was discovered in the Central Region, 180 kilometers southeast of Riyadh after gas flowed.

Saudi Gazette Report

KIEV — Russia forces targeted airfields and fuel facilities as attacks continued in Ukraine overnight. The Ukrainian president’s office said Russian forces blew up a gas pipeline in Kharkiv, the country’s second-largest city while there were flames at an oil depot near an air base in Vasylkiv, near the capital.

The Saudi Embassy in Moscow warned its nationals that the Russian Federal Air Transport Agency has announced the temporary suspension of flights at some airports in southern Russia until March 2.

The embassy stated “Due to the worsening situation around Ukraine, from Feb. 24 at 03:45 Moscow time, flights in a number of airports in south-eastern Russia will be suspended.”
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Culture Ministry displays diversified cultural activities in Saudi Cup

The Ministry of Culture and affiliated commissions had recently participated in the 3rd Saudi Cup that was held at King Abdulaziz Equestrian Field. On the second day, the ministry participated in several diversified cultural activities and events as part of its efforts to enhance the presence of Saudi culture in international events.

The ministry supported the fourth round of the second day races of the Equestrian Club, where Aan Al-Awan (It is time), owned by King Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz from, won the race and was awarded the 2020 Saudi Coffee Year logo.

The ministry, through the Ibbiyah pavilion, offered several cultural events, such as a musical show of musicians playing oud, flute, violin, and qanun, in addition to providing a shop offering and explaining various Saudi coffee types with various ways of preparing. The ministry also provided all with cultural books.
THE violation of not fastening the seatbelt is not limited to the vehicle driver, but also includes the passengers, the General Directorate of Traffic (GDT) has announced. The GDT’s announcement came after a person inquired whether the passenger would be subjected to a violation in case he did not buckle up the seatbelt.

The GDT has clarified that the system requires the passengers to fasten their seatbelts while the vehicle is on the road. Failure to fasten the seatbelt will result in a fine for passengers, GDT confirmed. The passenger would be cited for the violation during in-person inspection by traffic police, while the fine will be levied on the car owner/driver if the violation is caught in camera.